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Monster Hunter Legion: Monster
Hunter, Book 4

Monster Hunter International might be the premier monster eradication company in the business,
but they've got competition.When hunters from around the world gather in Las Vegas for a
conference, a creature left over from a World War Two weapons experiment wakes up and goes on
a rampage across the desert. A not-so-friendly wager between the rival companies turns into a race
to see who can bag the mysterious creature first. Only there is far more to this particular case than
meets the eye, and as Hunters fall prey to their worst nightmares, Owen Zastava Pitt and the staff of
Monster Hunter International have to stop an ancient god from turning Sin City into a literal hell on
earth.
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It's that time of the year again folks. That magical time signaling another book release from the
reigning champion of urban fantasy. May I humbly present to you MONSTER HUNTER LEGION,
fourth book of the New York Times Best-Selling series written by pulp fiction juggernaut Larry
Correia.Disclaimer: Larry Correia is my favorite author. I am a Monster Hunter/Grimnoir Chronicles
fanboy. This does not, however, mean that I will ever give Larry a free pass when it comes to a
review. I am a critic first and foremost and I do not believe in coddling authors. That said,
MONSTER HUNTER LEGION is Larry's most flawless book to date. Not my favorite of his novels,
mind you, but certainly the most complete and substantial.Hunters from around the world travel to
Las Vegas for the first ever monster eradication conference. Not long into the conference a World

War II weapon experiment awakes in the desert and goes on a rampage, spurring a race amongst
the international hunting community to bag this rare monster. There is trouble brewing and it will be
up to Owen Zastava Pitt and his co-workers at Monster Hunter International to prevent a nightmare
creature from turning Sin City into hell.Book four of the Monster Hunter series and going strong.
After a brief stint with Earl Harbinger in Northern Michigan during MONSTER HUNTER ALPHA I
was pleased to be back under the narration of Owen Pitt, combat accountant. First person narrative
requires a strong personality to succeed and I had forgotten just how lovable Owen is. Only Owen
could be set loose in Las Vegas with tons of cash and end up at a buffet. The first ever monster
hunting conference provides an excellent opportunity to really expand the hunting community.

Monster Hunter Legion by New York Times Bestselling author Larry Correia is a really fun book. I
read it quickly and enjoyed every minute. I've loved the Monster Hunter series so much and this
fourth book was the next step in the ongoing evolution of the story, and the main character, Owen
Zastava Pitt, also known as "Z." He's the Chosen One, and he's finally accepting what that means
for him and his family. Nothing is easy for Owen, but then if it were, the books would not be half as
compelling. Z is by far, my favorite monster hunting accountant of all time.The danger and
excitement are off the hook for most of this novel, but Legion doesn't start out as fast-paced as
some of the other Monster Hunter books. In the opening scenes my favorite monster hunting
company, Monster Hunter International (MHI: Proudly killing monsters since 1895!), is in Las Vegas,
Nevada attending the very first monster hunter convention, where industry professionals from all
over the world gather to talk shop and hang out. What could possibly go wrong?Well, there are of
course the rival companies at each other's throats (literally and figuratively), and of course there is
the Monster Control Bureau (the MCB), who are always at odds with the private companies, and
then there is Special Task Force Unicorn, STFU. The leader of STFU, a very pale man who calls
himself Stricken, is a very scary dude and he is now in charge and has decided to shape events and
lay the groundwork for the implementation of a secret program called Nemesis. If his plans kill,
maim, or otherwise destroy the monster hunting companies of the world in the process, then so be
it. Stricken does not care about collateral damage.
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